SRA Supplemental Programs: Solutions for Every Classroom

For more detailed information about SRA’s Supplemental Programs or to request samples, you can:

Call us at 1-800-201-7103
Fax us at 1-800-953-8691
E-mail us at SRArequest@mcgraw-hill.com
Visit our Web site at SRAonline.com
Return the attached card to SRA

SRA’s complete line of Supplemental Products combines the research-based program design you need with engaging, interesting, and motivating lessons that focus on critical skill areas, fill gaps in your curriculum, challenge gifted students, and provide intervention and practice for struggling students.}

- Intervention
- Differentiating Instruction
- Title I
- Special Education
- Test Preparation
- ELL
- After School
- Summer School

Our programs are specifically designed and proven to work in a variety of classroom situations. They include additional resources, assessment tools, technology features, and so much more.

Have a Teaching Need? SRA Has Your Solution.

1-800-201-7103

SRA Supplemental Programs combine the research-based design you need with engaging, interesting, and motivating lessons that meet your classroom needs. Use them to:

- Fill gaps in your curriculum
- Challenge gifted students
- Provide intervention and practice for struggling students
- Focus on critical skill areas
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### Reading and Language Arts

- **Basic Reading Series**
  - Help readers develop independent reading skills in just 30 minutes per day.
  - Includes levelled readers for intervention.

- **Beach Reading**
  - For students who need additional reading practice and opportunities to build confidence.

- **Hooked on Phonics**
  - Companion to Pre-K–1 reading programs.

- **Leveled Readers**
  - For independent practice.

- **All-STAR Phonics & Word Studies**
  - Help students master reading and fluency with this comprehensive, supplemental sight-word program.
  - Students practice by engaging materials to quickly build vocabulary strategies to help meet state standards.

- **Phonics**
  - Reinforces and tests core phonics skills through multileveled instruction for varied student abilities.

- **Writing and Language Arts**
  - Teach content-area reading and comprehension skills and strategies necessary for understanding.

- **Specific Skill Series for Language Arts**
  - Teach key comprehension skills in one area at a time using these powerful programs with back of each card.

- **Merrill Reading Skilltext® Series**
  - Encourage average and below-level readers to strengthen their skills.
  - Students engage in activities that will help them develop the skills they need to become better readers.

- **Test Prep and Assessment**
  - Generate early reading assessments that offer diagnostic, comprehensive assessment with proven, focused.

### Mathematics

- **SRA Math Skillbuilder**
  - Meet the needs of individual learners with one classroom package containing all the materials to teach math fundamentals.

- **SRA Summer Adventures in Reading**
  - Encourage independent reading of books that interest your students.

- **ITBS, MAT8, SAT/10, CAT**
  - Use the purest form of the test-taking strategies.

### Test Prep and Assessment

- **TechKnowledge**
  - Teach effective keyboarding instruction so students learn to type several times faster than they can write.

- **Science Photo Library**
  - Reinforce and test core science skills through multileveled instruction for varied student abilities.

- **Spotlight on Math**
  - Reinforce and test math fundamentals through multileveled instruction for varied student abilities.

- **SRA Science Laboratory**
  - Reinforce and test core science skills through multileveled instruction for varied student abilities.

- **SRA Science Skillbuilder**
  - Reinforce and test core science skills through multileveled instruction for varied student abilities.

### Science

- **NEW! SRA Science Video Series**
  - Reinforce and test core science skills through multileveled instruction for varied student abilities.

- **ITBS, MAT8, SAT/10, CAT**
  - Use the purest form of the test-taking strategies.

### Technology

- **NEW! SRA Science in Spanish Series**
  - Use the purest form of the test-taking strategies.

- **NEW! SRA Science in French Series**
  - Use the purest form of the test-taking strategies.

- **NEW! SRA Science in German Series**
  - Use the purest form of the test-taking strategies.

- **NEW! SRA Science in Italian Series**
  - Use the purest form of the test-taking strategies.

- **NEW! SRA Science in Spanish Series**
  - Use the purest form of the test-taking strategies.

- **NEW! SRA Science in French Series**
  - Use the purest form of the test-taking strategies.

- **NEW! SRA Science in German Series**
  - Use the purest form of the test-taking strategies.

- **NEW! SRA Science in Italian Series**
  - Use the purest form of the test-taking strategies.
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